Nutrition Update

Bokolmanyo, Ethiopia

Prevalence of acute malnutrition

- Kobe and Hilaweyn: UNHCR Nutrition survey (October 2011)
- Melkadida and Bokolmanyo: UNHCR/ARRA Mass MUAC screening (August 2011)

**Stabilisation Centre (SC) Admission and Exit trends**

Source of SC indicators:
- UNHCR weekly HIS reports

**Stabilisation Centre (SC) Performance indicators**

- Discharge 82%
- Death 1%
- Default 5%
- Referral 12%

Note: SC performance indicators are calculated for the entire period shown in the admission and exit trends graph on the left.
Supplementary Feeding Programme (SFP) Performance indicators

Source of SFP indicators:
- UNHCR weekly HIS reports

Outpatient Therapeutic Programme (OTP) Performance indicators

Note: OTP performance indicators are calculated for the entire period shown in the admission and exit trends graph on the left.

Note: SFP performance indicators are calculated for the entire period shown in the admission and exit trends graph on the left.
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